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Martin E

on
12/18/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This is the second Bushmaster rifle of the exact model that I have purchased. I replaced the upper because the rear sight was able to rotate in place. The new upper held the rear sight in place, like it is supposed to be. I don't know if this is a common issue with Bushmaster or not but check your rifle out to see if you have the same problem. Other than this one issue the rifle was great. 











Raymundo R

on
02/06/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Searching and only manufacturer offering 5.56 NATO 20" M16A2 with fixed handle and the price very fair. Now it sits next to a real colt M16. Can not tell it is a replica. During war times the military has asked many manufacturers to back up colt. This one is well put together. 











Rob S

on
01/03/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my fourth Bushmaster, and my second A2 target model. My first A2 was a "real" Bushmaster, back when they were made in Maine. This new one is comparable in pretty much every way and I am happy with the initial quality so far. I have only fired enough rounds to zero the sights and check for reliability. It only took two clicks of windage to zero, and my confirmation group was three rounds touching at 25 meters on a 25 meter M16A2 zeroing target, so the barrel/upper was definitely assembled correctly. For the A2 purists, the muzzle brake/compensator uses a crush washer instead of a peel washer. The hand guard heat shields are painted black and are slightly different than the GI style, and of course it has a heavy barrel under the hand guards. Otherwise, this rifle is a dead ringer for the M16A2 I was issued back in the 80's and 90's. This rifle did not come with a sling or any other accessories besides a cable lock and one Magpul Gen2 30 round magazine. Due to my old guy eyes, I can not comment on this rifle's long range accuracy potential. I am please with this purchase and if you are looking for an M16A2 clone for nostalgia reasons, this one reasonably close. 











Chad C

on
10/09/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome rifle. Very tight, and shoots like a dream. Brings back alot of memories. 











Steven G

on
12/03/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this from Buds on the 18th of November. Received my rifle at my FFL the following Tuesday the 27th. The only issue I had with the gun is that the forward assist was not installed at the factory (Bushmaster). Called them up and they sent me the parts shortly after hanging up. I took the rifle out two days later to sight in and had to only center the rear sight. even at 100-150 meters, the rifle is dead accurate and hits consistently to the point of aim. I had a 10 round magazine for zeroing and placing groups, but only needed two shots to determine if it was zeroed. Very Impressed with the accuracy right out of the box. Will not be my last purchase from Buds nor Bushmaster. You've made a man very happy to buy his first AR. 











Wes H

on
06/24/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I waited a long time for this rifle, the fit and finish are great. The rear sight is cheap garbage and will have to be replaced and the Military Surplus M7 Bayonet will not fit because the Bayonet lug is way way way to big. I'm pretty sure the M7 Bayonet should fit this rifle. The stock is not the same color as the fore end, the stock is grey and the fore end is black. You will have to rub the stock down with gun oil to get it to "kind of" match. The rear take down pin is nightmare to get out. Bushmaster is owned and the rifles are made by Remington. 











Jeff K

on
10/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice right out of the box. After initial cleaning Bushmaster A2 sighted with 25 rds . Very accurate rifle. Rear takedown pin is a bit tight but this will loosen with use. Overall a very good value for an exceptional rifle. Buds price was great and shipping was fast. 











David S

on
06/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bushmaster has done it again. A very well made AR15 platform with a great fit and finish. I've been a fan of Bushmaster for six years and have not been disappointed. Bushmaster is offering a $150 rebate for most of their rifles. This is $750 from Buds, minus the $150 rebate my final price is $600. We haven't seen prices like that since 2007 before little O's election. I chose the AR15A2 rifle for many reasons. I really like the look, the fixed carry handle and butt stock, 20" chromed barrel. I added the Osprey OPS-420 gas piston system for rifle and Magpul forend and pistol grip. Once the OPS-420 is installed you will need to trim the heat shield on the lower half of the forend to accommodate the gas piston system. A few minutes with a Dremel and you're done. This is nice shooting and very accurate. 











Paul E

on
04/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this rifle during lunch on a Thursday. My FFL dealer called me at 3:20 on Friday to let me know the weapon had arrived. Hats off to Buds on this feat. Plus, the Buds price and availability. This is a very fine weapon. Extremely tight machining by Bushmaster. The furniture fits tight, too. I imagine this Bushmaster weapon is a better value than the equivalent Colt model, which you cannot find. I wish Bushmaster would toss in a rifle sling, but that is small potatoes (and personal whining) compared to what you do get from Bushmaster. Great price, very prompt shipping. No buyer's remorse on my part for the Bushmaster rifle or Buds service and pricing. I win on this purchase!!! 











Luis G

on
03/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Rifle! Looks just like a military M16A2 and that's what I was looking for. Buds service and prices can't be beat!! 











Brent M

on
09/30/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Bought the rifle in early 2015 for around $880. The first time I took it to the range, it jammed on nearly every round and I had to pry the empty casings from the chamber with a cleaning rod. Called Bushmaster, they sent me a return label, and I received the repaired rifle a couple weeks later - didn't cost me a dime. As it turned out, the chamber was not correctly sized (neck was a bit too small), which caused the fired rounds to FTE. I took the rifle to the range a second time and put a few hundred rounds through it - no malfunctions whatsoever. It's definitely an awesome piece of equipment, and I'm very happy with my purchase. Initially, I was somewhat pissed with the rifle, but Bushmasters customer service was excellent and they repaired the rifle free of charge (even shipping). I have no complaints about Buds. It was a smooth transaction and I received the rifle in a prompt manner. 











Dave M

on
03/21/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds was the only place That had this particular model and the price was excellent. Like all my previous orders it was shipped quickly and was exactly as described. As for the weapon itself it's the closest thing I've found to the M16A2 I carried in the Army. 











Harry L

on
02/04/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great transaction. Bushmaster 90242 was just what I was looking for. Buds was the only store that had it in stock and a good price to boot. Ordered on 1-26-15 and had the rifle in my little grubbies on 2-4-2015. Paid with Tellers Check to get best deal from Buds. Excellent communication during the whole process. 











Carlos B

on
12/23/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Liked it so much; I bought another. Great reliable and basic to get the job done. 











Carlos B

on
12/23/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a Great quality rifle at a spectacular price. Fit and finish is great. Nice presentation box, sling one mag, instructions. My wife and I liked it so much we purchased two. Highly recommend bushmaster 90242 A2. Sleek design, no frills get it done rifle. If you want to add gadgets, do-dads, lights and lasers or a scope; this is not for you. If you want reliable iron sights and the velocity a chrome lined 20" barrel can provide for the 55-62gr projectile. This is it. very Pleased. Thank you. 











Gordon D

on
12/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this one for my daughter to shoot. She is hitting 2" groupings at 100yds with the iron sights after a little adjusting just fine. We have fired about 1,000 rounds so far, and have not had a single misfire or jam as of yet with Federal .223 (55grain). Buds shipped quickly, and I am very happy with the purchase all around. 











Kyle B

on
08/31/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Exactly what I was looking for. I wanted an AR15 A2 just like the ones we carried back in the day when I was in the Marines in 1980 except those were Colts (matel at first). Nail driver right out of the box just like everyone says and the attention to detail and quality built into the rifle which exceeded my expectations since I was expecting to see a drop of the quality of Bushmaster compared to Colt, but I was wrong. I knew right when I took it out of the box that it was just like coming home and having the rifle I fell in love with in the Corps given back to me and after five thousand rounds put through it, my opinion hasnt changed a bit. Thanks so much Bud's. 











Dennis T

on
04/09/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Real nice Rifle, Fast shipping 











Todd F

on
05/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best AR-15 out there! The full profile heavy barrel is perfect for 600 meters with 55 or 62 gn military or heavier bullets as well. 6 rds out of the box @ 25 yds to set up bzo and your ready. Bushy made.our M16A2's in 86, damn better then the Colt double screwdiver A1/ Kentucky elevation. Always a bushy fan. 











Todd F

on
03/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good platform, I recommended to all fellow shooters. Bushy fan because they were the manufacturer of our 16A2's in 85. Always able to VSOP battle sight zero within 6 rds out of box. This makes 2 from Buds that I have and a few more I have had since 83 :-P 











Karla R

on
06/14/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this weapon Monday evening, 6-11-12 and picked it up at my FFL Thursday, 6-14-12. Great service this time Buds. The weapon I recieved was exactly what I ordered. Very happy with this purchase. GO THUNDER. 











George N

on
03/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Tack Driver right out of the box! 











James L

on
02/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The fit and finish seem to be well. The front sight post was a little too short for my liking. I had to raise it all the way up. I called Bushmaster and told them what was going on with the front sight and they sent me a taller post that very week. I have put 100 rounds through it already with no problems at all. This is my second Bushmaster and it seems to be as good as my first one. 











Michael B

on
02/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










For the first time I am surprised at Bud's shipping practice. In a last email stating my rifle had shipped, it read, Further details on shipping method and tracking are available by logging into your account and selecting order status. After that NO TRACKING NUMBER FOUND. Well I picked up my rifle from my FFL buddy a few days after it arrived because I was waiting for Bud's usual shipping info that it had at LEAST entered the state! I'll give Bud's a mulligan on this one, but tighten up the communication guys, ok? Love the AR! Brought back memories from over 26 years ago when I used the M16a1 & a2. Can't wait to go shooting and zeroing, I ran all the checks, tore it down, cleaned it and assembled by military standards and so far am very pleased I brought this friend from out of the past! Others may like the M4 style, lightweight in close AR, but this hefty tack driver is the ONLY way to go! 











Thomas H

on
12/11/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have several AR's in the 16" configuration and I wanted a 20". After looking at different models in my price range I settled on the Bushmaster due to its chrome lined barrel.. This is a very nice rifle, well built with clean markings. If you are used to an M4, this thing will feel like a Garand in your hands..its heavy! But thats what I wanted, a longer range AR. Buds delivered timely even in this holiday season. The upper/lower fit is very good too, no light visible. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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